SPORTS
Volunteering in one of the Youth Olympic competition
events includes interacting with all aspects of the
sport. This sector is responsible for the maintenance
of competition sites, management of competition
events, and contact with the athletes and officials at
the competition sites.
Engage in the sport that you play or that you are
connected to and choose from the varied
opportunities of volunteering at the competition sites.
There are many different options depending on the
sport concerned.

Examples: Starter - gate control - gate judge –
ground/piste maintenance – announcer – pick-up of
competition bibs - set-up and preparation of
stadium/competition piste - course supervisor control of equipment – finish judge

PROTOCOL & CEREMONIES
The Protocol & Ceremonies sector is responsible for providing an
unforgettable experience for the guests of the Games. Volunteers
will be in contact with guests and VIPs and must welcome, guide
and assist them during the Games events. This sector is also
responsible for the Opening, Closing and Medals Ceremonies so
volunteers will participate in setting up podiums, brief athletes and
presenters, set up national flags and prepare medals, etc.
Volunteers engaged in this sector must be able to welcome guests
in a warm and friendly manner, be used to working in a
multicultural environment, have good communication skills, be
able to communicate well with people from different backgrounds,
and feel comfortable with being on live TV if necessary.
Volunteers with advanced English and French as well as an
additional language will be given preference to be a volunteer in
this sector. All volunteers will participate in training so that the
responsibilities of the roles requested of them are fully understood.
Examples: Set up podiums, national flags, medals, ceremonies –
welcome and provide support to guests – support animation and
assist the Lausanne 2020 mascot Yodli

GAMES SERVICES
The Games Services sector is responsible for all activities that relate to hospitality
and the various services provided to Stakeholders (athletes, officials, media, etc.)
during the Games. By working in this sector, volunteers will have the opportunity
to be in contact with many different people and have many different tasks.
Volunteers will be required to manage and host the flow of people, provide
information, handle access control, manage accreditations, or manage
information points, and assist various Stakeholders during the events. Volunteers
will also be involved with the Games support functions (food, material delivery,
operations, reception at airports and hotels, etc.). Volunteers with a good
knowledge of English or speak at least two languages, and who are clientoriented, will be given preference in this sector.
Examples: Control of accreditations - receive athletes and teams, officials,
guests, VIPs, spectators, press and photographers (which will include receiving
some stakeholders at airports, train and metro stations) – control access to
events - manage athlete lounges – support information offices - support supplies
and inventory management – support deliveries – prepare refueling points –
prepare interior and exterior event areas - manage central storage warehouses support the Games related airport operations – support housing and hotels
operations

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE &
ANTI-DOPING
Volunteers choosing this sector will be fully supported by
health professionals. It is important, however, that every
person who wishes to be a volunteer in this sector has an up to
date first aid certificate.
Volunteers will also provide support to the officials in charge of
anti-doping during the Games.

Examples: Patrol Officer - Medical Assistant to athletes and
participants - male and female anti-doping control chaperones (accompanies another person or group of people)

TRANSPORT
This sector is responsible for transport at the Games
including the managing the fleets of vehicles (cars,
coaches) so a volunteer could have various tasks
including ensuring that transport information is shared with
the various customers (athletes, officials, etc.) in relation
to transport to different sites - accompany or even
transport athletes and their associates to the sites - and in
collaboration with the site managers, manage access to
car parks and traffic flows.
Volunteers choosing this sector must have a driving
license that has been valid for more than two years (with
no withdrawal) and is valid for driving in Switzerland
and/or in France. Knowledge of English is an asset.
Examples: Transport Manager - Parking Management Driver - Traffic Management - Transport Coordinator

TECHNOLOGY
Before, during and after each event, the Technology sector supports the
Games at competition and non-competition venues in various fields of
technology and will be managed by technology professionals.
There is a demand for volunteers with good knowledge of technology in
one, or if possible two, of the technological fields below. Volunteers will be
managed and supervised by the technology professionals.

For volunteer roles related directly to the competitions (e.g. timing and
scoring), knowledge of the specific sport concerned is sometimes essential.
Generally, French and English speakers will be given preference. A valid
driving license to drive in Switzerland and/or France is an advantage.
Examples: Installation – configuration - user operating support –
maintenance - IT coordination - telecom coordination - coordination of
technical cabling - electricity coordination - help with assembly/
disassembly of timing/scoring infrastructures - giant screens - operator for
timing elements, score and results display - radio coordination and
communication - visual audio system operator

MEDIA OPERATIONS
The Media Operations team is responsible for
delivering the best possible working environment for
the local, national and international media covering the
YOG. The volunteers will play an essential role
supporting the written press, photographers and
broadcasters in their jobs, setting up and operating all
dedicated media areas at Lausanne 2020 venues,
including workrooms, camera and photo positions,
media stands and mixed zones for athlete interviews.

Preference will be given to candidates with experience
or studies in the media domain. An advanced level of
English is a must, while an additional language will be
an asset, particularly French, Italian, Russian, Chinese,
Korean or Japanese. A customer-oriented mindset,
welcoming nature and can-do approach are crucial.
Examples: media help desk support – media
workroom supervision – photo and camera positions
supervision – mixed zone coordination

EDUCATION PROGRAMMES &
ANIMATION
The Educational Programme will be offered in the Olympic
Villages of Lausanne and St. Moritz. This sector will contribute
to offering educational programmes to athletes, particularly in
the areas of health and sports performance management.
Volunteers will accompany the Olympic "Athlete Role Models"
who will provide advice and support to athletes.
In addition, volunteers in this sector will work for the "In
Games" festival which will be organized and held on each of
the YOG competition sites. The festival is the scene of various
initiations to sports, cultural and festive activities and is open
to all.

Examples: Provide information to athletes - set up events
between champions and athletes - establish and supervise
animation activities for athletes - maintain the initiation track coordination and support for educational and cultural
programmes

VOLUNTEER SERVICES &
MARKETING
To ensure the smooth running of the Games, some
volunteers (Volunteer Leaders) must also oversee the
caring of other volunteers to help make sure that all
volunteers who contribute to the smooth running of the
Games are not lacking in anything and are able to
undertake their roles in a healthy, positive and dynamic
environment.
In addition, the Volunteer Leader will help protect the
rights of the marketing partners of the Games. The
position may also include monitoring of social media
networking platforms.
Examples: Volunteer Leader - Reserve Team - Supply
Support for Volunteers - Equipment Management verification of advertising elements on various
competition sites - supervision of social media
networks

DELEGATIONS SERVICES
Delegations Services provide services to the National
Olympic Committees (NOCs) and is at the heart of the
Games experience and its main mission is to support
and assist the delegations of the NOCs participating in
the Lausanne 2020 Youth Olympic Games. A volunteer
role consists mainly of hosting, accompanying and
providing support to the NOC delegations during the
Games. A volunteer acts as a liaison between
Lausanne 2020 and the NOC Heads of Delegations
and assist them through various administrative and
operational tasks.
A requirement to be a volunteer in this sector is that the
volunteer must be available for a minimum of ten days
and possibly up to 21 days. The volunteer must speak
several languages, have an interest in different cultures
and a great sense of responsibility.

Examples: NOC Assistant - NOC Services Team
Member.

LANGUAGES & COMMUNICATION
The purpose of the Languages & Communication sector is to
facilitate communication between the accredited members and to
optimize their experience, regardless of the language they speak
or understand. Languages & Communication seek volunteers for
translation, interpretation and language assistance in the following
areas:
Translation: Texts for Lausanne 2020 communications. Source
languages French or English to target languages French, English
or German.
Simultaneous interpretation: At conferences with sport legends
of world sport. Source languages French or English to target
languages French, English, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian,
Japanese, Korean or Mandarin.
Linguistic assistance: Consecutive interpretation to facilitate
communication between two people (e.g. communication between
a journalist and an athlete). Source languages French or English
to target languages French, English, German, Spanish, Italian,
Russian, Japanese, Korean or Mandarin.

OLYMPIC VILLAGE
SERVICES
The Olympic Village is the place where athletes and
delegations are accommodated during the Games.
Volunteers must be service-orientated, customer focused,
have patience, and be able to speak at least two or three
languages. The Olympic Village Services is managed
throughout the duration of the Games so volunteers must
cover the various shifts during the day, the evening and the
night.
Volunteers for this sector must be information providers, be
able to guide and/or accompany Stakeholders (athletes, team
members, delegates, etc.) who are resident in the Olympic
Villages in Lausanne or St. Moritz.

Examples: Receptionist – Guide - Porter - Service Manager

SET-UP
(ASSEMBLIMG EVENT SITES)
This sector is critical to the smooth running of the
Games and to the success of events, and includes
many different activities that must take place a few
days before the start of the Games.

Volunteers will be able to indicate the time they can
commit as a volunteer to this sector before the start of
the Games and will also be able to choose if they wish
to participate as a volunteer in an event they helped
prepare.
Examples: Assemble structures - netting - decorating distributing equipment and accreditations - setting up
signage - mounting structures - placing streamers setting up stadiums - preparing and maintaining ice
rink - building the Snow Park - setting up the branded
"look” of the YOG Lausanne 2020 Games - mounting
transponders

TEARDOWN
(DISASSEMBLING EVENT SITES)
The services of this sector are essential after the
Games have ended and include many different
activities that have to be carried out to restore the
event sites back to their original set-up and condition.

Volunteers will be able to indicate the time they can
commit to demounting after the Games as a volunteer
and will also be able to choose whether they would
like to participate as a volunteer in any other sector
during the Games.
Examples: Disassemble structures - storage restoration of event sites to their original state

ANYTHING SUITS ME
If you check this box, you are indicating that you
would like to volunteer in any sector and in any
volunteering opportunity without preference, and
that you are ready to invest your time as a
volunteer according to the needs of the sectors.

